However, Lawlor moves beyond these cultural histories to address the "aesthetics of this disease" (p. 3). He singles out Susan Sontag"s seminal Illness as Metaphor (1979) as flattening out the "varied narratives" of consumption, "into one homogenous entity stretching from the late eighteenth century to the twentieth century" (p. 3). In contrast, Lawlor aims to "historicise Sontag"s work more fully", to discover how consumption became mythologized as the "glamorous disease" of the eighteenth and nineteenth century (p. 3).
Lawlor"s informative introduction contextualises his thesis within recent approaches to illness and narrative, such as those by Arthur Kleinmann and Byron Good. He suggests that "our perceptions of disease, pain" and "suffering" are formed as we "develop stories, patterns of expectation, plots and sequences of images and metaphors" (p. 3). Aligning his position with that of David Morris in his Illness and Culture in the Postmodern Age (1998),
Lawlor suggests that we express our "biologically grounded ... processes" through "language and narrative" (p. 4). For Lawlor, Romantic consumption is an "evolving" discourse that demonstrates the fight to "explain, contain and even manipulate" the actuality of the disease (p. 4). However, this can lead to a separation from "biomedical reality" (p. 4), and it is the Romantic detachment from the realities of consumption that concerns Lawlor.
The book is divided into seven chapters over three parts, according to historical period: Renaissance, Enlightenment, Romantic and Victorian. Part I delves into the forgotten history of consumption before the nineteenth century, establishing the key narratives that influenced future discourse about the disease. Lawlor begins with an interesting assessment of the Classical discourses of consumption that persisted until the Renaissance. He then moves, albeit somewhat abruptly, to the contribution of Gideon Harvey, physician to King
Charles II, in the establishment of consumption as the "disease of desire" (p. 18). This introduces a fascinating discussion of how consumption was linked to disturbances of the "humours" caused by love melancholy (p. 19). As such, consumption found a particularly clichéd role in love-sickness, with the consumptive death and the image of the pining lover wasting away, becoming important plot devices for novelists such as Penelope Aubin and Henry Fielding. In the seventeenth century, consumption was also an "actively desirable condition for the good Christian", and was mythologised as the disease of an "easy and good In his conclusion, Lawlor considers how the discovery of the TB bacillus by Robert Koch in 1882, heralded the beginning of the end for the myths of consumption he identifies
